
A dainty 12” bebe by Leon 
Casimir Bru with two faces 
is offered, as is the rare 
two-faced Bru poupee 
and other rare two-faced 
character models. 

An entrancing 17” brown-eyed French bebe by 
Halopeau is among the dolls at the “Among Friends” 
Theriault auction. 

The Father of Our Country was 
perfectly captured by Martha Chase 
in this distinguished 25” portrait doll, 
with original costume. 

The multi-facets of 
character are captured 
in the 21” multi-head 
character doll from 
Leon Casimir Bru, 
a very rare model. 

Among Friends...Theriault’s presents the
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5. The enigmatic beauty of 
Jumeau’s portrait bebes is ever 
entrancing, especially in a 21” size.

Among Friends…an auction title 
aptly chosen for Theriault’s annual 
July auction. And apt, too, for the 

presentation of The Billie and Paige Welker 
Collection of Rare Antique Dolls for it was 
at annual UFDC conventions that many 
of their dolls won the coveted blue ribbon 
awards they still bear today. And apt, also, 
for a notice of these dolls to appear in this 
magazine, where, in past years some have 
appeared as cover girls and feature dolls. 

The gracious Southern couple, Billie 
and Paige Welker, collected dolls for many 
years, with a particular love for American 
folk dolls from their own Southern roots 
such as the cloth dolls made by Maggie and 
Bessie Pfohl in the Moravian community of 
Salem, North Carolina, the distinctive black 
sculpted paper mache dolls of Leo Moss, 
of which their collection owns wonderful 
rare examples, and Ella Smith’s Alabama 
Baby. The interest in regional folk art led 
them further afoot, too, as their collection 
includes a superb ringlet-curled Izannah 

Standing haughtily at 22”, the 
character expression of the rare doll 
is perfectly exemplifi ed. 

Leo Moss tearful character with 
superb sculpting and fi nish, 24”. 

Welker Collection July 15 in Kansas City, MO

No other examples are known to exist of this 
hollow-leather-bodied bebe by Clement of France.
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The unusually 
expressive features of 
the A.T. are surely the 
hand of a master, and 
its 21” size allows this 
artistry to best benefi t. 

Walker doll,  rare models of Martha 
Chase including the black Mammy 
and George Washington, as well as the 
Columbian doll of Emma Adams. 

As always in doll collecting, 
one interest then leads to another. 
The Welker’s fascination with the 
characterization found in cloth dolls 
led then toward German and French 
bisque dolls of character. A remarkable 
group of art character dolls from the 
late 19th/early 20th century European 
doll makers is a major focal point of 
the collection, ranging back and forth 
from googlies whose rarity of model is 
enhanced by large size to a daunting 
portrait of an older woman who 
graces the catalog cover to petulant or 
laughing or whimsical children. 

As art character dolls are sought 
in larger size for the enhancement it 
lends to expression, so French bebes 
are highly sought in petite sizes, all the 
better as one collector phrases it, “to 
hold in the palm of your hand”. The 
Welker Collection offers a stunning 
size 1 A.T. bebe, as well as wonderful 

“Hey, I’ll see ‘ya in KC”, is the winking 
message from the 19” soldier googly.

Featured on the cover of 
Theriault’s “Among Friends” 
catalog  is this extremely 
rare 23” doll whose sculpted 
character features may be 
unrivalled in doll history.

The ebony black-
complexioned bebe by 
Leon Casimir Bru is prized 
for its rarity, but when that 
rarity is combined with 
fl awless complexion and 
realistic expression as this 
17” model, it is invaluable. 
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Simply 14” 
of beauty is 
the blue-eyed 
Bebe Bru who 
has “the look” 
so sought by 
collectors in 
the know. 

“So, do you like 
my sculpted 
painted cap, or 
is it my winking 
eye that gets 
your attention? 
I’m 14” tall, 
pretty large for 
my model, and 
I bet you won’t 
fi nd another!”

Izannah Walker, some say a 
worthy rival to the best of 
American folk art portrait 
painters. And when you can 
fi nd a model such as this with 
the desirable ringlet curls, 
there is simply nothing better. 

Known as the “singing” 
Heubach girl for her 
expression, the 17” model 
is as rare as she is realistic. 

A number of painted eye art 
characters from the Welker 
Collection are offered 
in the “Among Friends” 
auction, including this most 
endearing 15” girl. 

continued on page 65
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The Mary Sicard Collection 
of Door of Hope Dolls

For more than four decades, 
Mary Sicard has focused 
her collecting attention 
on the remarkable dolls 
issued by the Door of Hope 
Mission in china. Her fi rst 
published research on the 
dolls appeared in a 1982 
Doll Collector’s Manual, 
which many doll scholars 
feel is still the go-to source 
about these remarkable 
dolls.  Theriault’s July 15th 
Marquis cataloged doll 
auction “Among Friends” 
will offer these and 25 more 
outstanding  models from 
her collection. 

Gebruder Heubach’s 
portrait model of Princess 
Juliana is a prized and rare 
art character doll in the 
“Among Friends” auction.

Four examples of the 
Moravian cloth doll known 
as “Maggie-Bessie” are 
featured in Theriault’s July 
15 auction including this 
superbly-preserved example. 

The petite size 1 bebe 
A.T. by Thuillier is 
most precious, a mere 
9” of perfection. Connoisseur collectors 

treasure the very rare 
characters produced by 
the Martha Chase fi rm, 
for the artistry of their 
modeling, as seen here in 
the dignifi ed portrayal of 
a black woman. 

petite models by Steiner (including series B), Jumeau and Bru. 
Larger French bebes include beautiful models by Thuillier, 
Bru (including a rare ebony black Bru Jne), and a gorgeous 
17” bebe “H” by Halopeau. Another  highlight is a rare 
leather-bodied bebe by Clement, the only example known to 
exist.  Among the fi ne selections of poupees is a petite poupee 
by Rohmer with complete trousseau, and a rare larger size 
smiling poupee by Bru. 

A hard-cover full-color catalog “Among Friends”, features 
over 350 rare dolls. The auction will be conducted at The Little 
Theatre in Kansas City, a 2 minute walk from the Marriott 
Hotel. For more auction information or to order your catalog 
visit www.theriaults. com or telephone 800-638-0422. 

continued from page 25
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